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Abstract
We describe a novel iterationless approach for computing the effective
capacitance of an interconnect load at a driving gate output. Our new
approach is considerably faster than previous methods for computing
effective capacitance, with little or no loss of accuracy. Thus, the ap-
proach is suitable within the analysis loop for performance-driven itera-
tive layout optimization. After reviewing previous gate load models and
effective capacitance approximations, we separately derive our method
for the cases of step and ramp waveform at the gate output, and note on-
going extensions for the case of complex gates (e.g., channel-connected
components). Experimental results using the new effective capacitance
approach show that our resulting delay estimates are quite accurate –
within 15% of HSPICE-computed delays on data corresponding to an
0.25µmmicroprocessor design.

1 Introduction
With interconnect delays dominating overall path delays for deep-submicron
integrated circuits, heuristics for logic synthesis and layout optimiza-
tion must accurately model interconnect effects. In synthesis and floor-
planning, pre-layout delay estimation capability is needed. In (post-
layout) timing analysis, existing accurate delay estimates are not effi-
cient enough to be used in the typical incremental synthesis/layout/in-
place optimization loop or during performance-driven area routing. In
either context, accurate estimations of gate delay and rise time, which
are required for a number of signal integrity and reliability checks, de-
pend closely on an accurate model for the driving point admittance of
a load interconnect tree at the output of a gate.

In this paper, we propose a new iterationless approach for comput-
ing the effective capacitance of an interconnect load at a driving gate
output. This new method is considerably faster than previous methods
for computing effective capacitance, with little or no loss of accuracy.
Thus, it is applicable within the analysis loop for performance-driven
iterative layout optimization. We begin our discussion in Section 2
with a review of gate load models; our previously proposed open-ended
Π model [2] is of particular interest since it affords a path to linear-
time estimation. Section 3 reviews previous effective capacitance ap-
proaches, including the approach of McCormick and the approach of
Pillage et al. Section 4 then develops our new effective capacitance
method for the cases of step and ramp waveform at the gate output
(our current work addresses extensions to the case of complex gates,
e.g., channel-connected components). Experimental results in Section
5 using the commercial HSPICE simulator on data corresponding to a
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recent 0.25µmhigh-end microprocessor project confirm the accuracy of
our new methods.

2 Review of Gate Load Models
With narrower deep-submicron interconnect geometries, the resistive
component of the gate load is comparable to or larger than the gate
output resistance: the gate does not “see” all of the capacitance load-
ing since the metal resistance “shields” some capacitance. The resis-
tance shielding effect is very significant for deep-submicron technolo-
gies. For example, if we increase the interconnect resistance of the
load and keep the gate output resistance constant, the total gate delay
at the output willdecreasesince the interconnect resistance will tend to
shield some of the load capacitance. In this case, while the total gate
delay decreases, the increase in interconnect resistance would increase
the interconnect propagation delay.

Various load modelshave been proposed for modeling the driving
point admittance at the gate output. Gate delays are estimated using
these models either through the delay table methodology or through an
explicit simulationof the gate with the given load model. This section
summarizes the range of existing gate load models.

2.1 Driver Modeling
We first review current methodology for modeling the driver itself. We
express thetotal gate delay(DAB in Figure 1) as the sum ofintrinsic
gate delayandgate load delay:
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Figure 1: Total gate delay viewed as the sum of intrinsic gate delay
and gate load delay.

� Intrinsic gate delayis delay due to physical devices (e.g., tran-
sistors) in the gate. Intrinsic gate delay can be thought of as total
gate delay with infinite load at the output.

� Gate load delay is the delay due to the load connected to the
output of the gate.

Three basic approaches have been proposed in the literature to model
a driver in computing the driver delay. (1) The first approach models
the driver as a Thevenin equivalent circuit with an effective linear re-
sistor driven by a voltage source. (2) The second approach character-
izes the behavior of a driver using relevant parameters such as input



slew time(s) and output load capacitance. (3) The third approach uses
piecewise-linear device models to represent a nonlinear device.

In the Thevenin model the effective driver resistance value depends
on the input slew time, loading capacitance, and driver size. One can
always use a resistor of fixed value (Re f f) to model a driver by selecting
an appropriate load capacitance to match the 50% threshold delay. A
more accurate model, called the slope model, uses a one-dimensional
table to compute the effective driver resistance based on the ratio of
input slew time and output slew time [7].

In current design practice, pre-characterized total gate delay or gate
load delay for various load values is stored for each gate/cell in the li-
brary indelay tableformat. The intrinsic gate delay is similarly known
for each gate/cell in the library.1 There are important methodology
questions associated with the delay table approach. For example, de-
lays and slew times may be obtained (e.g., during characterization using
a circuit simulator) by loading a given gate with adiscrete load capac-
itor and then varying the load capacitance and input slew time. But in
actual layouts, the gate output is connected via interconnects to other
gate inputs. Modeling the load at the gate as a single load capacitor
may work well for technologies and designs where the area of inter-
connect at the gate output is small or the interconnect parameters are
not dominant compared to gate parameters. However, with submicron
technologies the interconnect resistance, capacitance, and inductance
must be considered in the delay table characterization (inductance ef-
fects will definitely be an issue in the next process generation).

2.2 The O’Brien/SavarinoΠ Model
The simplest approximation of the driving point admittance of a load
interconnect tree is the total capacitance of the tree (Ctot). This is a pes-
simistic first-order approximation [12].2 For deep-submicron technolo-
gies or MCM interconnects, the total interconnect resistance is large
and comparable to the driver output resistance; actual delay is much
smaller than that derived from the lumped capacitance model because
the interconnect resistance shields the load capacitance seen by the gate
driver. Another simple method – approximating the load tree by a sin-
gle lumpedRCsegment model with resistance and capacitance equal to
the total interconnect resistance (Rtot) and capacitance (Ctot) – is opti-
mistic because the total interconnect resistance is lumped together and
shields the total capacitance.3

O’Brien and Savarino [8, 9] proposed using a one-segmentΠ model
to approximate the load at the gate output while still considering resis-
tance shielding effects. Their model approximates the load interconnect
at the gate by matching the first three moments of the driving point ad-
mittance of the interconnect load. The disadvantage of theΠ model is
that delay tables need to be expanded to four dimensions: slew time of
the input voltage, along with the threeΠ model parametersR1;C1;C2.

Let the driving point admittance at the gate output (X) be repre-
sented byYL(s) = ∑∞

i=1 Aisi = sA1+s2A2+s3A3+ : : :. The parameters
of the equivalent circuit are obtained by matching the first three mo-
ments of the admittance with corresponding coefficients of the driving
point admittance of theΠ load model in Figure 2, i.e.,

R1 =
�A2
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A3
2

C1 = A1�
A2

2
A3

C2 =
A2

2
A3

: (1)

1Delay tables specify the total gate delay and the output slew rate (rise and/or fall time)
for each gate in the library. There exists at least one pair of tables (one table for delay,
one table for slew rate) for each gate in the library. Typically, delay tables are devel-
oped/characterized as functions of only the input slew time (rise or fall time) and a single
capacitance value which represents the effect of the load. This delay table format is equiva-
lent to the so-called empirical “k-factor” formulas for delay and output rise time. Standard
industry delay calculators use 2-dimensional tables for delay and output slew rate of gates.
Synopsys [14] logic optimization is perhaps the most prominent exemplar of a tool method-
ology that uses such a format (for characterizing delays during logic synthesis).

2Ctot includes the load capacitance at the leaves. Coupling effects may be taken into
consideration by including their effect in the total capacitance.

3The lumped capacitance and lumpedRC models are referred to as, e.g.,Wire Load
Model1 and Wire Load Model2in Synopsys manuals [14]. Similar lumped models are
available with other industry timing analysis tools.
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Figure 2: One-segmentΠ model for matching the first three moments
of the driving point admittance of a load interconnect tree.

2.3 Open-endedRCΠ model
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Figure 3: An open-endedRC line to capture anRC interconnect tree,
and theRCΠ model.

In [2], we proposed a new one-segmentRC Π model, withprede-
terminedparameter values that depend only on the total resistance and
total capacitance, to model the driving point admittance of a distributed
RC interconnect tree. This “open-endedRC ” model approximates the
entire interconnect tree by an equivalent open-endedRC line whose re-
sistance and capacitance are equal to the total interconnect resistance
and capacitance, as shown in Figure 3(a). By using an open-endedRC
line to approximate the entire tree, the distributed nature of the load
interconnect is still considered in the calculation of model parameters
(i.e., the resistance of the open-ended line shields part of the load ca-
pacitance from the gate driver). At the same time, there is a substantial
gain in efficiency because the moments of the driving point admittance
are obtained without recursive tree traversal (indeed, the required lin-
ear time complexity of computing the model is no greater than that for
computing the simple lumped-capacitance model).

As shown in Figure 3(b), the parameters for the open-endedΠ
model are

R1 =
12Rtot

25
; C1 =

Ctot

6
; and C2 =

5Ctot

6
(2)

The open-endedΠ model can be extended toRLC networks as
shown in Figure 4.

3 Effective Capacitance Approaches
If the designer must account for all possible combinations ofC1, C2, R1
in the Π model, a very large lookup table or highly complex k-factor
equations (along with an expensive characterization process) would be
required. Thus, the effective capacitance model was proposed [6, 13] to
allow the delay table approach to be used with a single load capacitance
(approximating the load at gate output) in the lookup. Two approaches
in the literature afford such aneffective capacitance: (i) the method of
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Figure 4: An open-endedRLC line model to capture anRLC inter-
connect tree, and theRLCΠ model.

McCormick [6], and (ii) the method of Pillage et al. [11, 13]. Both of
these approaches are iterative in nature and are computationally expen-
sive in the context of delay calculation, static timing analysis, etc. for
iterative layout or performance optimization.
McCormick’s Effective Capacitance Model. In McCormick’s ap-
proach, the effective capacitance is obtained as a function of total ca-
pacitance (Ctot), a step input capacitance (Cstep) which depends on the
gate output slew rate, and the Elmore delay of the load. The step input
capacitanceCstepis chosen to approximate the load admittanceYL such
that the output voltage waveform of the cell (for a step input) passes
through the endpoints of some critical output voltage range - e.g., the
0% and 75% points in [6] - at identical times under bothCstep andYL
loading. The effective load capacitance is computed as follows:

� Model each cell with an equivalent circuit consisting of a step
input source (vS(t)) and a linear source resistance (RS). Compute
the responsevout(t) at the cell output by replacing the cell with
this simple equivalent circuit and modeling the load at the out-
put by its driving point admittance (YL). By approximating the
driving point admittanceYL to a few coefficients ofs, the time-
domain responsevout(t) at the gate output can be obtained.

� A step input capacitance Cstep is chosen to approximate the load
admittanceYL for a step input such that the output voltagevout(t)
has matched values at thet = 0 andt = tth threshold points, for
loadYL and for capacitive loadCstep.

� The effective capacitance is computed in the range between step
input capacitanceCstep and total load capacitanceCtot. This is
because when the inverter response (or slew rate) under no load
is fast, the gate will not see all the load capacitance; when the
inverter response is slow, the gate will end up charging all the
load capacitance. The range betweenCstep andCtot is enforced
by computing the Elmore delay of the gate load and the slew rate
of the cell under a no-load condition.

Pillage et al.’s Effective Capacitance Model.Pillage et al. [11, 13]
calculate an effective capacitance by equating (i) the current at the gate
output with driving-point admittance as the load, and (ii) the current
at the gate output with a single effective capacitor as the load. It is
difficult to obtain a single effective capacitance that will exactly match
the actual load in terms of current at the gate output, at all timest.
Hence,average currentsfor both models are equated over some period
of time, say, until the gate output voltage reaches the 50% threshold,
i.e.,

1
TD

Z TD

0
IY(t)dt =

1
TD

Z TD

0
IC(t)dt

whereTD is the time over which the currents are averaged,IY(t) is the
current at the gate output with driving-point admittance as the load, and
IC(t) is the current at the gate output with the effective capacitance as
the load. From transform domain analysis, we have

IY(s) =YLVout(s) and IC(s) = sCe f fVout(s)

Since the current at the gate output is a function of gate output voltage,
usually a particular waveform must be assumed for gate output voltage.

Pillage et al. approximate the load at the gate output using O’Brien
and Savarino’s [8, 9] one-segmentΠ model. It is for purposes of mak-
ing theΠ model compatible with k-factor delay formulas (i.e., delay
tables) that the load must be approximated by some effective capaci-
tance. The effective capacitance is a function ofΠ model parameters
and the gate output threshold delays used in the average current compu-
tation above. The gate output threshold delays are in turn expressed in
terms of gate delay time and gate output rise time, leading to an iterative
computation of the effective capacitance [13, 11].

The disadvantage of this approach, particularly for incremental lay-
out synthesis applications, is its high time complexity due to the itera-
tive nature of the effective capacitance algorithm. Usually, it requires
anywhere from 5 to 10 iterations before an accurate capacitance value
is obtained. In addition, the computation of theΠ model at the gate out-
put requires significant resources: although the moment computation is
linear, calculating the first three moments for each gate load requires
three traversals of the interconnect tree and can be expensive for large
instances.4

4 New Methods for Computing Effective Capacitance

The previous effective capacitance approaches require costly moment
computations for entire load, and also require empirical equations for
the delay and output slew times [13]. Obtaning empirical equations for
a modern process technology is itself extremely difficult. Furthermore,
the empirical equations in [13, 11] assume fast input transitions.

To address these limitations of existing approaches, we propose two
new and simple, yet accurate, techniques. We model the load at the
gate output with a simple open-endedRC Π model, which eliminates
any need for moment computations at the gate output. We then model
the gate with a Thevenin equivalent circuit to compute the closed-form
equation for the voltage response at the gate output. The value for ef-
fective capacitance can be obtained by matching the delay/slew time
for theΠ model response with the single capacitance model. We now
give details of the effective capacitance computation under both step
and ramp input configurations of the driver model.

4.1 Effective Capacitance Under Step Input
We model the gate with an equivalent circuit consisting of a step input
source (vS(t)) and a linear source resistance (RS), as shown in Figure
(5). We propose to use aΠ model for theRC (RLC) network at the
output of a gate to estimate the driving point admittance. In particular,
we use the open-endedRC Π model [2] cited above for the load at
the gate output, because theΠ model parameters are now functions
of total interconnect capacitanceCtot and resistanceRtot. Under these
conditions, we compute the gate output response analytically using the
source resistanceRS with step input source and with the load modeled
as aΠ model.

4In practice, this method accurately predicts the output response only up to 50% thresh-
old voltage; the response waveform tail beyond the 50% threshold is very inaccurately es-
timated. A possible explanation for the inaccuracy in predicting the slowly decaying tail of
the response is that the CMOS gate behaves like a resistor and a single exponential function
is used for response underCef f model. To correct this inaccuracy, [11] proposed a two-
piece gate output waveform approximation within their effective capacitance method. The
first part of the gate output response is estimated using the method of [13], in which the
CMOS gate is modeled using a combination of quadratic and linear functions. A resistive
model for the CMOS gate is then used to capture the remaining portion of the response.
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Figure 5: A Thevenin equivalent model of step input source, and a
driver resistance for the gate. The load at the gate output is modeled
in two different ways: (i) using an effective capacitance model, or
(ii) using a higher-order model such as aΠ model.

The response at the gate outputB in transform domain is given by

VB(s) = VS(s)
(1+sR1C2)

1+s(RSC1+RSC2+R1C2)+s2RSR1C1C2

=
V0

s

�
1+

(1+S1R1C2)

s1b2(s1�s2)

1
(s�s1)

+
(1+S2R1C2)

s2b2(s2�s1)

1
(s�s2)

�
(3)

where

b1 = RS(C1+C2)+R1C2

b2 = RSR1C1C2

s1;2 =
�b1�

q
b2

1�4b2

2b2

Depending on the sign ofb2
1�4b2, the poles of the transfer function

can be either real or complex; the time-domain response is computed
separately for each case. Substituting for the coefficientsb1 andb2 into
the condition, we obtain

b2
1�4b2 = R2

S(C1+C2)
2+R2

1C
2
2+2RSR1C2(C2�C1) (4)

For most practical cases the value ofC2 is greater thanC1, which is true
for the open-endedRCΠ model. Hence, we study the case of real poles
only, with the voltage at gate outputB being

vB(t) =V0

�
1+

(1+S1R1C2)

s1b2(s1�s2)
es1t +

(1+S2R1C2)

s2b2(s2�s1)
es2t
�

(5)

We use the above response to compute the slew time (or delay with
respect to input signal) at any user specified (e.g. 50%) threshold volt-
age. AssumeTΠ

out is the slew time at the gate output for 50% threshold
voltage. If we model the load at the gate output with a single capaci-
tance (Cstep) then the slew time for such model is given byk1RSCstep,
wherek1 = ln( 1

1�vthd
) is a constant associated with the given threshold

voltagevthd. Comparing the above slew times, the single step input ca-
pacitance (we refer to this capacitance asCstepbecause of the step input
source model) can be computed as

Cstep=
TΠ

out

k1RS
(6)

Finally, the effective capacitance is computed in the range between
step input capacitanceCstep and total load capacitanceCtot. This is
because when the inverter response (or slew rate) under no load is fast
the gate will not see all the load capacitance, but when the inverter
response is slow the gate will end up charging all the load capacitance.
The range betweenCstepandCtot is enforced by computing (i) the load
delayDLD of the gate withCtot as load, and (ii) the slew rateDNL of
the gate under a no-load condition, then setting

Ce f f =Cstep+(Ctot�Cstep)
1

1+DLD=DNL
(7)

This implies thatCe f f �Cstep if DLD=DNL� 1 andCe f f �Ctot
if DLD=DNL� 1.

Algorithm Template: Given the following information for a cell:

� theΠ model parameters (R1;C1;C2)

� the characterized output delay table for the cell

Perform these steps for effective capacitance computation:

1. ComputeΠ model parameters using either Equation (1) or Equa-
tion (2)

2. ComputeTΠ
out by solving for the voltage response at the cell out-

put according to Equation (5)

3. ComputeCstep from TΠ
out andRS using Equation (6)

4. Use the characterized cell delay table and obtain the delayDLD
with Ctot as load and the delayDNL with no load

5. ComputeCe f f using Equation (7)

4.2 Effective Capacitance Under Ramp Input
In this case, the driver is again modeled with a Thevenin equivalent
circuit, i.e., a source ramp input with rise timeTR and a series source
resistanceRS. We again use the open-endedRCΠ model to efficiently
approximate the entire load at the gate output. The voltage at the gate
output (X) in the transform domain is

VX(s) = Vin(s)
(1+sR1C2)

1+s(RSC1+RSC2+R1C2)+s2RSR1C1C2

=
V0(1�e�sTR)

TR

�
1
s2 �

RS(C1+C2)

s

+
(1+s1R1C2)

b2s2
1(s1�s2)

1
(s�s1)

� (1+s2R1C2)

b2s2
2(s1�s2)

1
(s�s2)

#

where b1 = RS(C1+C2)+R1C2 ; b2 = RSR1C1C2 ; ands1;2 =
�b1�

p
b2

1�4b2

2b2
. The time-domain response fort � TR is

vX(t) =
V0
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"
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b2s2
1(s1�s2)

es1t � (1+s2R1C2)

b2s2
2(s1�s2)
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#

for t � TR

=
V0

TR

"
TR+

(1+s1R1C2)(1�e�TRs1)

b2s2
1(s1�s2)

es1t

� (1+s2R1C2)(1�e�TRs2)

b2s2
2(s1�s2)
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#
for t > TR (8)

Depending on the sign of(b2
1� 4b2) the poles will be either real or

complex. Since the quantity(b2
1� 4b2) from Equation (4) is always

positive, we discuss the case of real poles only.



From the responsevB(t), we may compute the slew timeTΠ
out at

the user-specified (e.g. 50%) threshold voltage. Now the effective step
input capacitance (we again refer to this effective capacitance asCramp
because of the ramp input source model) can be computed as

Cramp=
TΠ

out

k2RS

where the constantk2 is given by

k2 =

�����ln
 

1

1+ vthTR
RSCtot

� TRD1
RSCtot

!����� for t � TR

=

������ln
0
@RSCtot

TR
� (e

1
RSCtot=TR �1)
(1�vth)

1
A
������ for t > TR (9)

Finally, the effective capacitance is computed in the range between
step input capacitanceCstepand total load capacitanceCtot just as in the
previous case, i.e., by computingDLD of the gate withCtot as load and
DNL of the gate with no load, then setting

Ce f f =Cramp+(Ctot�Cramp)
1

1+DLD=DNL
(10)

Again,Ce f f �Cramp if DLD=DNL� 1 andCe f f �Ctot if DLD=DNL�
1. We use the above-described algorithm template while replacing the
step input equations with corresponding ramp input equations.

We believe that our effective capacitance approach works well for
delay estimates at threshold voltages between 30% to 60%. The tail end
of the response for effective capacitance model could deviate signifi-
cantly from the actual response [2]. Furthermore, the above proposed
methods provide accurate estimation of delay estimates, but do not pro-
vide accurate output waveforms that may be needed to derive the output
waveforms of downstream gates.

Note that computing the driver resistanceRS is typically quite diffi-
cult for complex gate structures, e.g., channel-connected components.
For such instances, we are currently testing an alternate approach that is
based on our effective capacitance algorithm above: the key difference
is that we apply an iteration overRS values until we arrive at a correct
value.

5 Experimental Results
In this section we present a preliminary set of experimental results. Our
experiments use the latest 0.25µm CMOS process parameters (corre-
sponding to a recent high-end microprocessor design project) to model
our gates and interconnects. We use standard CMOS inverters of var-
ious sizes to determine the accuracy of our effective capacitance com-
putation. The experimental configuration consists of two inverters con-
nected in series. We apply a ramp input with slew time 400ps to the
first inverter. The load at the second inverter is anRC tree of varying
topology. The size of the first inverter is fixed atWp=Wn = 100=50µm.
HSPICE delays are computed by simulating the chain of inverters with
different second inverter sizes and different loadRC trees. We use a
static timing tool, within which we have implemented our effective ca-
pacitance approach, to compute the delays. Table 1 shows a comparison
of delay estimates. Using the new effective capacitance approach, our
delay estimates are consistently within 15% of the HSPICE-computed
delays.

6 Conclusions
We have proposed a new iterationless approach for effective capaci-
tance computation in both the step input and ramp input regimes. Our
new approach is considerably faster than previous methods for com-
puting effective capacitance, with HSPICE simulations confirming that
little or no loss of accuracy is incurred. Thus, we believe our technique

INV Size HSPICE Estimated Total Parasitics
(Wp=Wn)µm Delay (ps) Delay (ps) R/C

24/12 130 110 260Ω / 0.50pF
100/50 80 90 260Ω / 0.50pF
100/50 115 125 710Ω / 1.40pF
80/40 130 120 150Ω / 0.40pF
80/40 140 160 300Ω / 0.80pF

200/100 55 65 1000Ω / 1.40pF

Table 1: Comparison of HSPICE delays and estimated delays output
by our in-house timing tool. The timing tool uses theCe f f approach
described above to compute load at the inverter output.

will enable accurate delay analysis within a tight synthesis-analysis
loop, e.g., for performance-driven incremental layout optimization. Our
recent work has embedded this calculation in a production performance
verification flow for high-end microprocessor design; ongoing work ex-
tends the approach to complex gate structures as well as applications
within the realm of iterative layout and circuit performance optimiza-
tion.
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